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About This Game

everybody's sad is a a weird, therapeutic, kinetic VR experience about learning to balance self care and care for others. Use
intuitive motion and pose-based controls to make sad, alive objects happy! But who will make you happy?

We wanted to provide players with an experimental VR experience that pushes the envelope of what VR games can be. By
making players use their voices and bodies in new ways, we provide them with a more immersive experience in which they can

discover the delicate balance between caring for others and themselves. Through this game, we wanted to emphasize the
importance of balancing caring for others and caring for yourself, as well as innovating what games can do in VR.
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1.0.6.26 Updated Information March 1th, 2017:
Updated: March 1th, 2017
Bug Fixes

We've fixed an error; in FPS mode, when you place an object which can be passing through (like bridges) close to hills
or stairs, the player cannot go through under the objects.

We've fixed an error; in 3D battle, if the lead character performs at the end of the turn, the character sometimes goes
forward to the edge of the display during selecting the next commands.

We've added UTF-8 based 2 bytes letters for the auto-wrapping system. The line feed system for certain languages have
been solved.

. Update Information (June 11th, 2018):
Updated on June 11th, 2018
Bug Fix Information
SMILE GAME BUILDER Ver.1.11.2

We've fixed an error: after adding materials, copy and paste didn't work properly.

We've fixed an error: Make Player Walk, Make Player Invisible/Visible or other panels didn't work properly on the
Party Train.

We've fixed an error: you couldn't add/remove choices on the Display Selection in Text Mode.

We've fixed an error: monster's magic attack cannot be set.

We've fixed an error: the skill which lowers monsters' defense didn't work properly after Ver.1.11.0.

We've added a new feature: the default in-game BGM and SE volume can be adjusted from Edit Game Data > Option.

. G-Style Modern City Resource Pack Vol1 Updated Information September 20th, 2016:
September 20th, 2016
The software updates will be automatically updated when the editor starts.

We have fixed Sample game " G-Style " since have included Japanese in the part of the English version.

. Update Information 1.9.1 (December 28th, 2017):
- We've fixed an error: when you open your saved game files with the language setting other than Japanese at the configuration,
some wording in the games are replaced with English.

- We've fixed an error: when you use WAV format for BGM instead of OGG format, it sometimes freezes while loop playing.

- We've fixed an error: when you export your project file using Unity Exporter to the same folder continuously, it deletes added
users' materials in the project file.

- We've fixed an error: when you place a stairs block and a map object with "Allow Underpass" next each other, sometimes the
player cannot go up/down the stairs.. 1.7.3.0 Updated Information(June 20th,2017):
The following bugs have been fixed.
- When you use event templates selecting "Nothing" for "Character Graphic", an error will appear.
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- When you use the First-Person View mode with an event panel, "Display Battle Animation" > "Display at Center of Player",
the main character covers the entire camera with its figure.

Thank you for your patience and using SMILE GAME BUILDER!
. 1.0.5.0 Updated Information November 8th, 2016:
Updated: November 8, 2016

“Automatically start (Will synchronize and run repeatedly)” command under the “Advanced Event” > “Start Event” has
been added.

Under the “Edit Game Data” > “Game Settings” > “Camera”, you can change the setting for the first-person view control
to “FPS Style”, where the player can move in the direction of the camera is facing.

The “Camera Setting” for each “Map Setting” has been added.

The “Camera Control” event panel under “Advanced Event” Panel > “Special Effect / Music” has been added.

The “Advanced Variable Box Operation” event panel under “Advanced Event” > “Event Switches / Condition Check”
has been added.

“Disable Player Control” and “Enable Player Control” panels under “Advanced Event” > “Battle / Store / Game System”
have been added.

During Playtest, the save data now includes the image display conditions and the player’s direction.

During Playtest, the player can adjust the sound effects from the Config window.

The text message can display certain variable values when you put “\Variable[0~999]” in the text.

The icon “…” under “Special Effect / Music” > “Display Emoticon” has been added.

All of the 3D model ASCII format data (characters and maps) have been re-saved to Binary Format.

We’ve fixed an error: When the player attacked high defense monsters, they were sometimes healed from that attack.

We’ve fixed an error: There was a display problem when the playtime exceeded over one hour; it showed “01:00:3600”.

We’ve fixed an error: When the player equipped a low spec item, some of the character’s status displayed negative
values.

We’ve fixed an error: When the user changed the window size when displaying certain images, the edges of the image
appeared corrupted.

We’ve fixed an error: When the user copied and pasted an event panel with a branch in the event editor, it sometimes
triggered some errors.

We’ve added the sample game“The Story Of Grand Boom Kingdom”.

We’ve updated the SMILE GAME BUILDER manual based on these new functions.

. SMILE GAME BUILDER has a new price from Sep. 8th, 2017:
We sincerely would like to give our gratitude for your support and SMILE GAME BUILDER which was released for future
creators is now welcoming the first anniversary since its release.
We're aiming for continuous usage of this software worldwide; the standardized price of the engine has been revised from
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$79.99 USD to $69.99 USD!
Moreover, three download contents are from $19.99 USD to $9.99 USD.

.  "SMILE GAME BUILDER Exporter for Unity 5.6" will be released in this winter!:
You can make smart phone and game console apps with this a long-awaited add-on DLC, "SMILE GAME BUILDER Exporter
for Unity 5.6", which will be released in this winter!

For details, please read here.
https://smileboom.com/en/press/smile-game-builder-will-be-able-to-work-with-unity/

Description Video
https://youtu.be/n-wi55_BI_E

Test Smartphone App
[iOS] https://itunes.apple.com/jp/app/id1315529021

[Android] https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.smileboom.grandboom&hl=af
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